"Mutant's ability to craft songs is unmatched in the
Industry. The verbal versatility, originality, & marketability
is like the ideal rap rock combo. Raw beats and realistic,
intellectually street savy wordplay "cuts clean" as Roach
stated in "In the Air". Cross a radio friendly Tupac with
Linkin Park, rhythm, jazz, and all your other favorite popular musical teams and they might rock the audience
ecclecticly like Mutant Radio." - MaD MaXxx,
Millennium Music Mission

MUTANT RADIO

Fuse fearsome dedication with six diversely talented musicians,
a mind-boggling work-ethic and a positive mission, and you're
facing an unstoppable force. Welcome to Mutant Radio, an LA
via Detroit rock-rap hybrid, whose tasty tunes, stylistic diversity
and frenetic live show are paying dividends with a hard-to-ignore
street buzz.

However eclectic the album Cash N Burn gets - running the
gamut from Faith No More groove-metal to Run DMC hip-hop the heart of their songs remains constant: “It always flows
around the structure of the words and what the message is,”
frontman Cleaven R. Creech stresses. “We're about awareness.”

"Mutant Radio is a talented emerging underground hiphop band that totally rocks and is worthy of keeping your
eye on because they're going places with their great vibe
and intelligent message." - Laura Phillips, Music
Connection Magazine
"Don't compare Mutant Radio to other bands that fuse
rap, rock and hip-hop because they are unique. The
edgy vocals of Cleaven combined with the bands skills
create a musical tour de force. Three Feet from Gold is
headed for platinum!" - Ken Hamlett, Publisher
UNSIGNED Music magazine
"Mutant Radio is Sublime meets hip-hop." - Sanjay
Shah, "Keepin' It G," KUCI Irvine
"Cash N Burn is a strong sounding album. I really like it."
-Kelly Brown, 89X Detroit

With an arresting debut album on the streets and a snowballing
live rep, Mutant Radio is set to reap the rewards of their skills
and sacrifice. “I guarantee that if you come at us with an open
mind you'll walk away knowing that we put 110% out there, and
that it's genuine,” Creech promises.

"Mutant Radio uniquely combines rock and hip-hop, making a sound all their own. What's more, the band's live
shows are energetic, drawing the audience in and keeping
them there. Mutant Radio is definitely an act to keep an eye
on." - Erin "DJE" Jacobson, KSCR Los Angeles

Mutant Radio’s desire to abandon all the typically negative content found in hip-hop and return to the original live energy and
social consciousness of early hip-hop is making fans quickly in
Los Angeles and very soon across the country.

"Mutant Radio is a band with guts and a natural sense of
fun" - Rafa Sardina, 7-time Grammy Award Winning
Producer
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Title: Cash N Burn
RIYL: Saul Williams,
Common, Faith No
More, Run DMC
Emphasis Tracks:
In The Air
Ghetto Rock
Three Feet From Gold

